
Apie poziciją:

Vietovė
Vilnius, Kaunas,
Klaipeda, Tallinn,
Lietuva

Atlyginimas (Į
rankas)
€1000 - 8200/Mėn.

Trukmė
Pastovus Darbas

Pratęsimas
(projektui)
Ne

Nuotoliniu būdu
(galimybė)
Ne

Galioja iki
2021-04-16 (Už 12
valandų)

iOS Developer
UAB Bankera
bankera.com/

Vilnius, Lietuva

Aprašymas:

A turning point of modern-day financial management
has come with digital simplification. At Bankera, we aim
to deliver solutions that facilitate our customers’
everyday finances. Working as an iOS Developer at
Bankera, you will help us create a refreshing user
experience and build trust between the company and its
clients by implementing financial applications.

You should find it interesting to
Develop, build, maintain, and improve mobile
application
Ensure quality and development of the
application
Evaluate emerging technologies to improve an
existing application
Test devices and emulators
Deliver a clean, high quality, well-documented
code
Collaborate with and mentor other developers

You will work with
Swift
Objective C
Xcode
CocoaPods

https://bankera.com/


We would love you to have
Understanding of Apple design principles and
interface guidelines
Previous experience as an iOS developer
Attention to detail
Being proactive
Empathy and ability to work in a team
Responsible, organized, self-motivated
personality

Salary
Salary for this position ranges from 900 to 3300 EUR for
junior and mid-level specialists. For senior level
specialists, salary ranges from 3300 to 8200 EUR
(before taxes). The final offer depends on your
experience, competence, and motivation.

Perks of working at Bankera

Flexible working hours
Competitive salary
Exciting and challenging FinTech based projects
Modern offices with a solid IT infrastructure
Professional and personal development
Office perks and company events
International and talented team
Progressive vacation policy
Employee referral program

Should you feel that your skills and experience match
the above we would be delighted to receive your
application. Drop us your cv to careers@bankera.com.
Confidentiality is guaranteed.

By applying for this job position you confirm you have
read and understood the Candidate Policy Notice
(https://careers.bankera.com/en/candidate-policy/).

Check out more about us on https://bankera.com



  

Reikalinga Patirtis

ĮRANKIAI
Xcode iki metų
C++
Objective C iki metų
DAUGIAU
Cocoa iki metų
PROGRAMAVIMAS
iOS Swift iki metų
MOBILE
IOS iki metų
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